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We report high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission experiments on epitaxial thin films of different
rare-earth (RE) dihydrides sRE=Gd,Lad and of YH2 and ScH2. It is found through ab initio calculations and
confirmed by Fermi surface mapping that the electronic structure becomes very similar upon hydrogenation,
rendering the studied dihydrides isoelectronic. We propose that the dihydride phase acts as a common precursor
state for the formation of the insulating trihydride phase. For states with higher binding energies (which exhibit
considerable H character) the agreement between calculation and measurement is less convincing. Independent
of the difficulties to describe these hydrogen related states, we note in the comparison between experiment and
calculation a very convincing description of the Fermi surface for the dihydrides. Therefore we trace the
apparent inability of density, functional theory to describe the hygrogenation up to the trihydride phase to an
insufficient description of hydrogen states in general and, in particular, involving octahedral sites.
I. INTRODUCTION
The valence electronic structure of rare-earth hydrides is
both fundamentally interesting and technologically impor-
tant. Fundamentally interesting, because one finds interesting
phenomena, e.g., electronic and magnetic ordering and
metal-insulator (Me-I) transitions for a whole class of
materials,1 hence allowing the possibility to study these ef-
fects for different hydrogen concentrations and various me-
tallic host lattices. Initiated by potential applications, the
phase transition between the dihydride and trihydride phase
received recently tremendous interest, since the structural
transition between the fcc dihydride and the hcp trihydride
(exception is LaH2+x which remains cubic) is accompanied
by a spectacular change in the optical properties. The so-
called “switchable mirror” transition for the reversible phase
change from a metallic reflecting dihydride to a transparent
insulating trihydride was first described by Huiberts et al.2
for YHx and LaHx. The search for other reliable and fast
switching materials beside the original systems revealed an
astonishing diversity of materials for which a hydrogen in-
duced Me-I transition occurs, basically comprising the whole
rare earths, but also lighter materials such as Mg (Ref. 3) and
different ternary compounds. The apparent universal nature
of the Me-I transition upon hydrogenation is one of the mo-
tivations to investigate in this work the electronic structure of
the metallic dihydride, which can be perceived as a precur-
sor phase. We report on high-resolution angle-resolved pho-
toemission (ARPES) experiments on epitaxial thin films of
different rare-earth dihydrides sGdH2,LaH2d and of YH2 and
ScH2. In the following, for argumentative simplicity, Y and
Sc are referred to as rare earths (RE) as well.
The aforementioned insulating trihydride phase posed a
very demanding challenge for modern electronic structure
calculations. Ab initio calculations with the local-density ap-
proximation (LDA) were unable to reproduce the insulating
ground state at all. Only a structural deviation4,5 led to a
small gap via a symmetry lowering. The discrepancy in gap
size between calculation and the experiment6,7 is comparable
to known strongly correlated systems and different models
were proposed, which ascribed the Me-I transition to strong
electron correlations on H sites.8,9 Recently GW calculations
were able to reproduce the experimental gap and it was
claimed, that the insulating trihydride is similar to a conven-
tional semiconductor.10–12 From a practical point of view it
seems that the GW calculations only lead to a shift of LDA
bands with no significant modifications in terms of band-
width or band topology. It is at present still unclear, where
the limitations of LDA are and if there is a general recipe
how to correct LDA results. It is therefore very interesting to
test LDA for the dihydride phase, which is still metallic
(therefore presumably accessible with LDA) but can be
viewed in a simplified view as a hydrogen deficient trihy-
dride. We therefore utilized an ab initio augmented plane
wave plus local orbital (APW1lo) code13 with the general-
ized gradient approximation (GGA) (Ref. 14) to calculate the
electronic structure and compare it to the experimental
ARPES results.
The paper is organized as follows. The following section
deals briefly with the experimental setup and the sample
preparation. Furthermore the employed APW1lo ab initio
electronic structure calculations are described. The main Sec.
III gives an introduction into the electronic structure of rare-
earth dihydrides based on band-structure calculations. Al-
ready existing models are briefly discussed in this context.
Furthermore we present the angle-resolved photoemission
data for the different rare-earth hydrides and focus on YH2
for an indepth comparison to computationally obtained re-
sults. In Sec. IV we discuss our findings in a more general
context and comment on the recent debates about the Me-I
transitions and various structural and magnetic ordering phe-
nomena in this class of materials. The paper finishes with
conclusions in Sec. V.
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II. EXPERIMENT AND CALCULATION
The preparation of contamination-free single crystalline
dihydride films imposes stringent requirements in terms of
base pressure during evaporation of the pure metals and hy-
drogen gas purity due to the strong affinity to oxygen and the
subsequent undesired formation of surface or even bulk ox-
ide. Therefore we took the utmost care in outgassing the
water-cooled e-beam evaporator ensuring that evaporation
was achieved below 4310−10 mbar. Metal s200 Åd was
evaporated in a hydrogen pressure of 4310−6 mbar on a
clean Ws110d single crystal held at 500 K. The utilized hy-
drogen was filtered through a Pd-Ag permeation tube.15 The
resulting films are single crystalline. Low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) shows no superlattice spots, just a 131
surface unit cell with lattice parameters equal to the bulk
values within the experimental error of ±0.3 Å. The film
thickness of 200 Å is sufficient to exclude any quantum size
effects16,17 and should allow for a sufficient strain release.
The photoemission experiments were performed immedi-
ately after film growth, in situ in a modified VG ESCALAB
Mk II spectrometer with a base pressure lower than
10−10 mbar. Surface cleanliness was ensured by the absence
of O 1s and C 1s core level emission in the x-ray photoelec-
tron spectrum employing Mg Ka radiation. The angular de-
pendence of emission from metal core levels over the full
hemisphere was measured via rotating the sample with a
two-axis sample goniometer enabling sequential computer-
controlled sample rotation.18,19 This measurement mode is
commonly called x-ray photoelectron-diffraction (XPD), for
a review see e.g., Ref. 20. All prepared films were found to
exhibit fcc stacking with two domains, both oriented in (111)
direction but rotated 180° with respect to each other. The fcc
crystal structure immediately confirms the preparation of the
dihydride phase. We could not detect traces of hcp stacking,
which translates the hydrogen content close to a stoichio-
metric dihydride. Nevertheless, a partial occupation of octa-
hedral sites and/or the existence of tetrahedral vacancies can-
not be ruled out completely. Details of the structural analysis
via x-ray photoelectron-spectroscopy and -diffraction are not
presented here, the interested reader is referred to Ref. 21.
The ARPES measurements were performed via sequential
angle-scanning data acquisition. The accuracy and efficiency
of this method was demonstrated for two-22 and
three-dimensional23 materials. The obvious advantage of this
method is the uniform sampling density over a wide range of
k-space and hence a global view of direct transitions crossing
EF. The experimental procedure was outlined in Ref. 23 and
the reader is referred to this work for details. We furthermore
present conventional Eskd scans, which are restricted to the
fG¯ M¯ g high symmetry direction covering an energy window
of 7.48 eV. These measurement modi are complementary in
terms of range in k-space and energy and provide a global
and yet detailed view of the electronic structure in the vicin-
ity of the Fermi level. All presented measurements were ob-
tained using monochromatized He I radiation,24 the com-
bined angular resolution of sample manipulator and energy
analyzer is <1° and the energy resolution 50 meV. All cal-
culations rely on the published structural data from
Pearsson.25 The electronic structure calculations are based on
density-functional theory (DFT) and the APW1lo code
Wien2k (Ref. 13) was employed. There the unit cell is di-
vided into nonoverlapping atomic spheres (muffin tin) and an
interstitial region.26 In the muffin tin region the basis func-
tions are comprised of atomiclike wave functions while the
interstitial region is described with plane-wave basis func-
tions. A muffin tin radius for rare-earth atoms and hydrogen
atoms of 1.16 Å and 0.85 Å was assumed, respectively. Self
consistency was judged, when the total energy change was
less than 0.1 mRy in subsequent cycles. The calculation was
based on 10 000 k points, which corresponds to 286 k points
in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone (BZ).
III. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS
A. General electronic properties of (Sc,Y,Gd,La)—dihydrides
The electronic structure of RE dihydrides and their related
compounds YH2, ScH2 was already investigated more than
20 years ago by photoemission.27–29 These studies employed
polycrystalline samples and hence only the effects of hydro-
genation on the density of states were investigated. These
experiments were combined with theoretical
calculations.30–33 In order to allow for a comparison of our
LDA results with already published calculations, we show in
Fig. 1 conventional band-structure plots based upon con-
verged calculations for the studied compounds. A very good
FIG. 1. Band structure along high-symmetry directions for (a)
ScH2, (b) YH2, (c) GdH2, and (d) LaH2; one notices three bands
labeled 1,2, and 3 with an indirect gap, respectively, overlap be-
tween band 1 and band 2 marked as feature 4 in (d). The calculation
for GdH2 is spin polarized in order to avoid a placement of the 4f
levels at the Fermi level, the majority bands are shown in gray.
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agreement to the aforementioned older calculations is
achieved. This points to an apparent robustness of the band
topology in terms of technique and self consistency, since
older calculations are often not self consistent and/or use
different basis sets. Nevertheless small shifts in the relative
positions of bands are possible.
The band structures, presented in Fig. 1 are very similar.
One notices three bands below the Fermi level, marked with
1,2, and 3 for the case of ScH2 in Fig. 1(a). The pioneering
calculation of Swietendick30,31 already attributed d-like me-
tallic character to band one, hydrogen antibonding character
to band two, and mixed metal-hydrogen (Me-H) character to
band three. The nature of bonding in these compounds must
be discussed in terms of interaction between metal d states
and hydrogen 1s states. Metal sites are surrounded by eight
hydrogen atoms situated on tetrahedral sites in the fcc lattice.
The atomic environment of the metal sites is comprised of a
cube with hydrogen atoms at the cube corners and the metal
atom at the center. An equal occupation of the three t2g or-
bitals, which is required by the cubic symmetry, leads to
charge maxima along the cube diagonals, the [111]-direction.
By the same argument one can correlate the remaining two
eg orbitals with bonding orbitals to octahedral sites, which
are unoccupied in the dihydride phase.33 The formation of a
Me-H bonding band with a binding energy at G between −6
and −9 eV poses the question of ionicity of this bond.
Charge-transfer analysis33 points to an effective charge trans-
fer away from the metal site to the tetrahedral hydrogen sites.
If one compares the band structure of the different dihy-
drides, one notices subtle differences. The bandwidth of hy-
drogen related bands (band two and three in Fig. 1) increases
with decreasing lattice constant. While there is an indirect
gap of 0.73 eV between band two at G and band 1 at X for
the alloy with the largest lattice constant LaH2, marked as
feature 4, there is considerable overlap of 0.65 eV for YH2
and 1.89 eV for ScH2 between band one and band two. It is
interesting to note that the position of band one with respect
to the Fermi level does not significantly change for the dif-
ferent alloys. In contrast, the maximum of the hydrogen an-
tibonding band at G moves away from the Fermi level to
larger binding energies for increasing lattice constants. This
shift leads finally to the aforementioned indirect gap of
0.73 eV between band 1 and band 2 for LaH2. Band 3 ex-
hibits an opposite trend, here the band minimum at G shifts
upwards from a binding energy of −8.9 eV for ScH2 to
−6.3 eV for LaH2. The observed increase of bandwidth with
decreasing lattice constant supports the proposed assignment
of antibonding and respectively bonding character to band 2
and band 3. The increased bandwidth for small lattice con-
stants can then be understood as an increased level spacing
for decreasing separations.
In order to confirm this presumed lattice constant scaling,
band-structure calculations for ScH2 with different lattice
constants were performed. The results (not shown) confirm
this assumption. It seems that the band structure for hydro-
gen related states can be tuned quite freely by changing the
lattice constant, but the metal derived d band remains rather
unaffected. Based on these band structures one expects very
similar Fermi surface topologies for the different dihydrides
since band one is solely responsible for the Fermi surface,
with the exception of ScH2, where the calculation yields a
small pocket at G derived from the hydrogen related band 2.
We are not concentrating on the implications of this small
pocket on the electronic structure of ScH2 since our measure-
ment geometry is not sensitive to k points exactly at G, as it
will be shown later in Sec. III B and as it would be necessary
to confirm this point. In the following we concentrate on
band 1. There one sees a Fermi level crossing between G and
X and between G and K and between L and W. One does not
observe a Fermi level crossing between G and L. This points
to a connected Fermi surface, where the necks extend along
the GL direction, hence one does not observe a crossing in
this direction. This will be discussed in more detail in con-
junction with the experimentally obtained Fermi surface
maps.
B. Experimental data and calculation
The following discussion of the electronic structure takes
mainly place in reciprocal space, in the surface Brillouin
zone (SBZ). Figure 2(a) shows the SBZ for a fcc (111) ori-
entated surface, the scale is adapted to YH2. The various
high-symmetry points originate from a projection of the
three-dimensional (3D) bulk BZ onto the surface. For the
specific G¯ M¯ direction, the GKLUX plane is projected onto
the surface, as it is shown in Fig. 2(b). It becomes obvious,
that the a priori inequivalent M¯ and M8¯ points stem from a
projection of the X, respectively, L point of the bulk BZ. This
inequivalency is lifted for our measurement geometry, be-
cause the photoemission signal is integrated over two film
domains. The second film domain is rotated 180° with re-
spect to the first. The bulk BZ of this second domain is
shown in gray and is constructed via a rotation around the
(111) axis. As a result of this rotation the M¯ and M8¯ points
become indistinguishable. A photoemission experiment al-
lows for an exact determination of the band dispersion Eskid
in the SBZ, due to the conservation of the parallel wave-
vector component, ki, in the photoemission process. The per-
pendicular wave-vector component, k’, is less well defined
and its reconstruction is based on the free-electron final state
(FEFS) assumption. Here one assumes for the photoemission
final state a free-electron parabola. This assumption appears
adequate for the reconstruction of the perpendicular wave
vector component for excitations in the employed energy
range.23 Within this approximation, energy and momentum
conservation correspond to spherical cuts through the three
dimensional BZ. The radius of the cut k0 is determined via
Eq. (1) by the photon energy s"v=21.2 eVd, the inner po-
tential V0, the work function f and the probed initial state
energy EB.
k0 = 0.51˛"v − uEBu − ufu + uV0u , s1d
kisud = 0.51˛"v − uEBu − ufu sinfug . s2d
k0 and ki are the length of the FEFS wave vector in the solid
and the conserved parallel wave-vector component, respec-
tively. Equations (1) and (2) are such that energies are in
[eV] and wave vectors in fÅ−1g.
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If one varies the photoelectron detection angle u, one fol-
lows the corresponding FEFS sphere and automatically
samples different states along the FEFS sphere in the BZ.
One notices in Fig. 2(b) that a scan in the SBZ corresponds
only superficially to a high-symmetry direction in the bulk
BZ. The discrete nature of the photon energy restricts the k
space sampling to a certain region in k space. The exact k
space location is determined by the radius of the FEFS
sphere and the dimensions of the BZ of the material. The
FEFS sphere is determined via equation one and extends
beyond the first BZ, hence we work in an extended zone
scheme. Inscribed are FEFS spheres for initial states at the
Fermi level and for a binding energy of −3 eV. Regarding
the remaining parameters, we use reasonable values for the
work function and the inner potential of f=3.1 eV and V0
=13 eV, respectively. Shown in black (gray for the mirror
domain) is furthermore a calculated Fermi surface contour,
which is based on a grid in k space, where the grid points are
shown as open circles.
If one measures the energy distribution of photoelectrons,
which are emitted normal to the surface, one samples a re-
gion in k space between G and L. Figure 2(b) shows that the
FEFS is found between G and L. For increasing emission
angles, various other high-symmetry lines are crossed. Spe-
cial emphasis is drawn to the G K X and G L line in the
extended zone scheme, which will be later employed to com-
pare experimental data and theoretical data along high sym-
metry lines in more detail. If one compares the FEFS sphere
and the corresponding constant energy surface for a specific
binding energy one expects high photoemission intensities if
the two coincide. Specifically for e.g., the Fermi energy, this
would be the case around the points one and two [Fig. 2(b)],
where the final state sphere cuts through the Fermi surface
contour and around region three, where the Fermi surface is
for a large k point range in the immediate vicinity of the
FEFS sphere.
Figure 2(c) shows a three-dimensional representation of
states at the Fermi level, based on the same potential that
was utilized to generate the Fermi energy contour in Fig.
2(b). A three-dimensional contour plot34 in k space of states
at the Fermi energy correspondingly yields the three-
dimensional Fermi surface. Clearly visible are the open
necks along the GL direction. The discussed Fermi surface is
a hole surface, which means that the occupied states are con-
centrated around the X point and not around the G point, as it
is common for the free-electron metals. The occupied region
is hatched for one pocket in Fig. 2(b) and correspondingly in
Fig. 2(c) the occupied regions are found between the calcu-
lated Fermi surface and the various Brillouin zone bound-
aries.
Experimentally these Fermi surface contours can be
probed via measuring the angular dependence of the photo-
emission intensity originating from states at the Fermi level.
In Fig. 3 we present so-called Fermi surface maps for the
studied dihydrides, which were obtained at room tempera-
ture. The intensity of He I excited photoelectrons, with en-
ergy centered at EF, was mapped via Eq. (2) to ki. The outer
circle corresponds to a polar angle of 90°, and the center of
the image represents normal emission. Intensities are linearly
color coded, high intensities (in white) result at ki locations,
FIG. 2. (a) Surface Brillouin zone for YH2. (b) Side view of the
BZ for a fcc structure in the GKLUX plane and its relation to the
surface Brillouin zone for a [111]-oriented crystal. Free-electron
final state model in an extended zone scheme for YH2. The free-
electron final state spheres sV0=13 eV,f=3.1 eVd are drawn for
the Fermi energy and a binding energy of −3 eV. Shown in thick
black is the Fermi surface contour, which was obtained via calcu-
lating the eigenstates on a cubic k space grid, which is shown with
open circles. The occupied region is shown hatched for one pocket.
Features one, two and three denote regions of coincidence between
the free-electron final state of EF and the Fermi surface contour.
Feature four shows a possible Fermi surface nesting vector (see
text). Contributions of a second domain are shown in gray. (c)
Fermi surface and bulk BZ.
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where direct transitions move through EF. The mapping cor-
responds to a section through the Fermi surface perpendicu-
lar to the [111] direction, as has been demonstrated for the
example of Cu (Ref. 23) and sketched for YH2 in Fig. 2(b).
All Fermi surface maps show a six-fold symmetry. The ap-
parent doubling of symmetry compared to the trigonal [111]
axis is due to the existence of the aforementioned two do-
mains, which are rotated 180° with respect to each other.
The most prominent feature of the presented Fermi sur-
face maps is an almost circular feature centered around the G¯
point, in the middle of each image. The exact dimensions of
this feature vary slightly. In general one observes a Fermi
surface crossing, displayed as region of high intensity be-
tween 11° and 14°. This corresponds via Eq. (2) from 0.4 to
0.5 Å−1. A very similar feature is sampled in the second sur-
face BZ as well, noticeable as half circles in the outer parts
of the map. One observes it only partially due to the limited
k range via excitation with He I radiation. Moreover a clear
drop in intensity at the K¯ point can be recognized. Besides
this, one notices a general high background intensity, espe-
cially in k space between the ringlike central part and the
boundaries of the SBZ with additional slight intensity varia-
tions. The underlying band dispersion, which leads to the
intensity enhancement at the Fermi level is investigated via
complementary high-resolution scans along high-symmetry
directions of the SBZ. For this purpose we recorded 31 pho-
toelectron spectra in a range between 0° and 60° along the G¯
M¯ direction (as indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3(d). For this
direction we measured the photoelectron intensity not only at
the Fermi level but for binding energies between 0.2 and
−7.48 eV. The data sets were mapped onto a regular sEi ,kid
grid. In Fig. 4 the second derivative of the corresponding
momentum distribution curves are visualized as gray scale
plots with white corresponding to maximum intensity. The
reason for taking the second derivative is a contrast enhance-
ment (typical spectra are displayed in Fig. 6 below).
The obtained Eskd plots (Fig. 4) are complementary to the
measured Fermi surfaces in terms of being able to analyze
more thoroughly the origin of enhanced intensity at the
Fermi level. For the G¯ M¯ direction we can therefore assign a
band to the observed circular feature in the Fermi surface
maps. This band cuts the Fermi level at <0.4 Å−1 and then
disperses towards higher binding energies with increasing
parallel wave-vector component. It exhibits a clear minimum
at the SBZ boundary, at the M¯ point. The band and its mini-
mum is marked in Fig. 4(a) as feature 1. We find a binding
energy of < −1.6 eV at the extremal point. The k-space lo-
cation of this minimum is different for the different com-
pounds, since the different lattice constants manifest them-
selves in different SBZ dimensions, k=2p /a, ranging from
1.31 Å−1 to 1.11 Å−1. This effect becomes apparent in the
Fermi surface maps, as a zoom-out impression, when com-
paring ScH2 and LaH2. Correspondingly one notices in the
electron distribution curves a horizontal shift of the band
minimum to lower ki values [indicated in Fig. 4(a) with an
arrow]. Furthermore one notices for ScH2 and LaH2 addi-
tional regions of high intensity close to the Fermi level in the
inside of the aforementioned band, close to the M¯ point. This
feature is labeled as 2 for ScH2. These additional intensities
are different for the investigated compounds. For ScH2 an
almost empty electron pocket becomes visible in the electron
FIG. 3. Fermi surface maps measured with He I radiation, high
intensities are shown in white, outer ring corresponds to 90° emis-
sion, center corresponds to normal emission, all intensities are
shown in parallel projection, the raw data are symmetrized and
divided by a background of Gaussian shape; the high-symmetry
points and the SBZ are indicated. The size difference of the SBZ
originates from the different lattice constants. (a) ScH2, (b) YH2, (c)
GdH2 and (d) LaH2.
FIG. 4. Second derivative of experimental momentum distribu-
tion curves (a) ScH2, (b) YH2, (c) GdH2 (d) LaH2, color coded such
that white corresponds to high intensity, the dashed lines serve as
guide to the eye.
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distribution curves (marked as feature 2). A very similar fea-
ture appears (though markedly weaker) for LaH2 as well.
In order to facilitate a more in-depth comparison between
experimental and theoretical results, one has to consider the
measurement geometry and the FEFS model in conjunction
with the theoretical band structure. For the states at the Fermi
level one can immediately interconnect the FEFS sphere and
its relation to the computed Fermi surface contour. For states
with higher binding energy one can eventually compute the
theoretical dispersion relation within this FEFS model for a
comparison to experimental Eskd curves.
We concentrate on YH2 for the calculations but stress the
applicability to ScH2, GdH2, and LaH2. Following the dis-
cussion in Sec. III A, one notices that only one band (excep-
tion ScH2, where the calculation yields a small contribution
from band 2, see Fig. 1(a) contributes to the Fermi surface.
Direct transitions are now expected for k points, where the
FEFS sphere coincides with the Fermi surface in the ex-
tended zone scheme, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The corresponding circle cuts the Fermi surface contour at
the points labeled as 1 to 3. Initial states of k space region
one [Fig. 2(b)] yield the primary circular feature around the
G¯ point. The crossing between FEFS circle and Fermi sur-
face contour at point 2 in Fig. 2(b) yields the semicircle in
the second SBZ. Furthermore the FEFS sphere coincides
with the Fermi surface around region three. These points
simultaneously appear for the G¯M¯ and the G¯M8¯ directions
due to the existence of two mirror domains. Hence one ob-
serves in between point one and two an additional increase
of photoemission intensity due to initial states at point three.
It has to be pointed out, that in this region the choice of the
FEFS parameters are quite crucial, since the sphere and the
contour barely touch each other. This peculiar topology is
responsible for the additional intensity around the M¯ point.
Since the FEFS does not cut but merely touches the initial
state contour, one expects not sharp transition but more a
diffuse background for this region, as it is indeed observed
experimentally (Fig. 3). With regard to the slight deviations
in between the investigated dihydrides, we have to assume
that they stem primarily from effects due to the measurement
geometry and due to the free electron final state assumption
and are not signs of principal differences of the band struc-
ture in this energy region.
Via the FEFS model one can plot the eigenvalues of the
appropriate k points for a measurement in G¯M¯ direction and
obtain computationally a conventional Eskd relation. The cor-
responding computed energy distribution curves [Fig. 5(b)]
correspond very nicely in the energy range between 0.2 and
−2 eV to the measured curves of Fig. 5(a). The topology of
the sampled band is nicely reproduced. At the M¯ high sym-
metry point of the SBZ, states in the environment of the X
point of the bulk BZ are sampled. This particularly holds true
for states at EF, while for states at EB=−3 eV k points in the
vicinity of L and K are sampled (compare to Fig. 2(b)). Our
combined measurements (Fig. 4) clearly indicate that the ob-
served d-band width is constant for the measured dihydrides.
This finding is theoretically very well reproduced. We find a
binding energy of −1.6 eV, which is in excellent agreement
to the position of band 1 at the X point in Fig. 1.
With regard to the sampling of this band, we notice the
appearance of a second feature [labeled as 2+ in Fig. 5(b)]
which is due to the existence of a second mirror domain
(especially for ScH2 and LaH2), we notice the appearance of
a second feature [labeled as 2+ in Fig. 5(b)]. The exact lo-
cation in energy and momentum is very dependant on the
parameters of the FEFS and therefore leaves ample room to
maintain the picture of an isoelectronic Fermi surface for the
dihydrides, despite slight differences in the measurements.
In terms of testing the LDA band structure we have not
discussed so far the hydrogen related bands, which are not in
such close proximity to the Fermi level. The band-structure
calculations predict two additional bands at higher binding
energies, which have been labeled band 2 and band 3 in Fig.
1. The application of the FEFS model places these bands at
−3.6 eV and 7.2 eV for normal emission [bands 3 and 7 in
Fig. 5(b)]. Subsequently if one follows the dispersion along
the fG¯M¯ g direction, the two bands split up in up to four
bands, an effect which again is due to the existence of the
aforementioned mirror domain. With regard to the compari-
son between measurement and theoretical results, we note
for this energy range between −2 eV and −7.48 eV a less
convincing agreement.
In order to stress the similarities between the different
materials, we present in Fig. 6(a) electron distribution curves
in the vicinity of the M¯ point for ScH2, YH2, GdH2, and
LaH2. These spectra were measured at 30° emission angle
along the fG¯M¯ g direction, which translates via Eq. (2) to
1.08 Å−1 and is in the vicinity of the d-band minimum [fea-
ture 1 in Fig. 4]. The presented spectra in Fig. 6(a) are there-
fore part of the already presented energy distribution curves
in Fig. 4, differing just in the data representation, which is
now scaled to the true photoemission intensity and not to the
FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical Eskd for YH2. (a) Second
derivative of experimental Eskd distribution curves (b) theoretical
Eskd distribution, eigenvalues were computed on a k grid, which is
adapted to the experimental Eskd distribution curves, both inequiva-
lent domains (see text) are considered.
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second derivative, as it was the case in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5(a).
One notices again a very similar appearance for all mea-
sured dihydrides. The spectra are dominated by a peak at
<−3.7 eV for LaH2 and −5 eV for ScH2 [marked as feature
1 in Fig. 6(a)], which is below the previously discussed
d-band minimum (feature 1 in Fig. 4). Even further below in
energy additional structures (feature 2 in Fig. 6) can be dis-
tinguished. Emission from these H induced states is very
strong. Compared to Fig. 4, now due to the intensity scale,
almost no structure is found in the region between the Fermi
level and −2 eV. As the only feature a small peak is visible
at −1.8 eV sLaH2d and −2.4 eV sScH2d and marked as fea-
ture three in Fig. 6(a). An inspection of the data set shows
that a region of high intensity persists for all dihydrides in
this energy range between −1.8 eV and −2.4 eV, and there is
virtually no dispersion with the parallel wave-vector compo-
nent. This absence of dispersion is highlighted in Fig. 6(b),
where angle-resolved photoemission spectra along the
fG¯M¯ g-direction for GdH2 are shown. The feature does not
show up in the plots of Fig. 4 because the derivative of the
corresponding momentum distribution curves vanishes for
nondispersing peaks. Such a nondispersive behavior is
clearly inconsistent with the computed bandstructure, namely
bands 1 to 3 in Fig. 1 and we tentatively assign this feature to
structural imperfections, such as hydrogen in octahedral sub-
lattice and/or tetrahedral vacancies.
We would like to point out that the k-space location
around the M¯ point represents a best case agreement to the
computed band structure. For other k points (as shown in
Fig. 4 and 5) one observes various discrepancies, whose ori-
gin might be speculated upon.
We try to classify theoretical and experimental bands into
three groups; bands which are reproduced in theory and ex-
periment (e.g., metal d bands) and bands which appear only
in theoretical calculations or measurements. The two latter
categories are denoted with a plus [theoretical bands 5+ and
8+ in Fig. 5(b)] and a star [experimental bands 3*, 7*, 8* in
Fig. 5(b)].
The experimental observation of additional features (ex-
perimental bands 3*, 7*, 8*), which cannot be identified in
theoretical bulk calculations might have a variety of possible
reasons. The calculations were performed for the bulk struc-
ture and hence surface localized states are not included in the
theoretical results. However we have no indication that these
additional states are particularly sensitive to the formation of
adsorbate layers as it would be typical for surface states. On
the other hand the calculations assume a stoichiometric hy-
drogen concentration. However the absence of hydrogen va-
cancies and hydrogen impurities is experimentally difficult to
ensure. The structural deviations in the hydrogen lattice
would certainly affect the hydrogen induced states much
more than the previously discussed metal d states. On the
other hand a deviation to the calculated band structure might
be a fingerprint of many-body physics, which has already
been proposed in the context of the occurring Me-I transition
(see Sec. IV). It seems that the occurence of additional states
is a general feature for the dihydride phase since the splitting
between feature 3 and feature 3* can be found not only for
YH2 but for GdH2 and less clearly for LaH2 as well (Fig. 4).
The same holds true for feature 7* for YH2 and GdH2 and
less clearly for LaH2. ScH2 seems to be exceptional in this
sense, since it only exhibits one of the respective features.
In addition we note the absence of calculated bands in the
experiment as it is the case for bands (5+ and 8+). The ob-
servation of eigenvalues in an experimental spectrum de-
pends on the photoemission cross section for the specific
transition. The corresponding matrix elements cannot at
present be included in the calculation and might hamper the
observation of these states. On the other hand, again a seri-
ous disorder in the hydrogen sublattice might as well be
responsible for the disappearance of theoretically predicted
bands in the experiment (Fig. 5).
In summary, one has to note that the comparison between
the LDA calculations and the photoemission results is only
very satisfactory in terms of band position and band topology
for the metal derived d states. A one-to-one correspondence
between calculation and experiment cannot be established
for the H-derived states at higher binding energy.
IV. DISCUSSION
Apparently LDA is quite capable of describing the Fermi
surface of rare-earth dihydrides, as can be judged from the
agreement to the presented measurements. In view of the
fact, that the pure elements do not have identical Fermi sur-
faces, it is especially intriguing that the hydrogenation of
these different elements seems to yield a universal dihydride
Fermi surface. Without discussing in detail the electronic
structure of pure Sc,Y, Gd, and La, it has to be considered
that the following different properties are generally ascribed
to deviating Fermi surfaces. The doubling of the unit cell for
La (e.g., its dhcp structure) has been already attributed to a
Peierls-type distortion initiated by the removal of a nested
part of the Fermi surface.35 The occurrence of antiferromag-
netic ordering for Gd-Y (Ref. 36) alloys and the occurrence
of ferromagnetic order for pure Gd has been explained by
differences in the nesting properties of the Fermi surface of
Y and Gd. Apparently the structural transition between the
pure metal and the dihydride removes these differences and
yields a universal Fermi surface. It would be certainly highly
beneficial to extend these photoemission studies to over- and
FIG. 6. (a) Experimental spectra ScH2, YH2, GdH2 and LaH2,
all measured at an emission angle of 30°. (b) ARPES spectra along
the fG¯M¯ g direction for GdH2 up to an emission angle of 60°.
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under-stoichiometric dihydrides, in order to monitor in situ
the establishment and existence range of this universal pre-
cursor state for the rare earth hydrides.
In accordance to Gupta37 for ErH2 we find experimentally
and computationally for all considered dihydrides a multiply
connected hole surface, that is comprised of a distorted cube
with necks protruding along the G L-directions. It is well
known that large parallel sections of a Fermi surface are
prone to be annihilated by the formation of a charge/spin-
density wave.38 Intuition would point for this Fermi surface
to a nesting vector, which connects opposite sides of the cube
and hence a nesting vector in [001]-direction (label 4 in Fig.
2(b)). Gupta and Burger32 quantified this nesting vector with
approximately f0.4,0 ,0g34p /a for ErH2. It was pointed out
by Liu,39 that the corresponding ordering phenomena for
such a nesting vector have so far not been observed in
experiments.40 Liu39 proposed an alternative nesting vector
fc ,c ,1−cg, where c is a materials dependant parameter.
The ordering wave vector arises by considering an extended
zone scheme and apparently complies more with the experi-
mental results. In order to discuss this issue we have inte-
grated the obtained band structure to obtain the generalized
susceptibility xsE ,kd, which quantifies the linear electronic
response to a perturbation with wave vector q according to
Eq. (3),41
xsE,qd =E dsek+q − ekddk . s3d
In this expression e is the eigenvalue for a given wave
vector k and q is the spanning vector between nested parts of
the Fermi surface. The band index is omitted since only one
band contributes to the Fermi surface. Figure 7(a) displays
the susceptibility for inital states in the vicinity of EF (inte-
gration over a small window E=100 meV) in the [100] plane
of YH2 shown in a grayscale representation, where black
corresponds to large values of x. The calculations were per-
formed for spanning vectors q between q= s0,0d and (1,1)
(in units of the conventional reciprocal lattice vector 4p /a).
A sketch of the Fermi surface contours in the GXWK plane is
shown as an inset. Figure 7(b) shows a cut along the x-axis
sq ,0d of the same susceptibility matrix.
We note regions of high susceptibility along the lines
sq ,0d and s0,qd with a maximum [marked with a circle in
Fig. 7(a)] for a displacement vector, which corresponds to
twice the Fermi wave vector and is close to the proposed
value from Gupta.32 Such a behavior would be consistent
with a Peierls like scenario for various ordering
phenomena.38 We have to note however, that the wave-vector
dependent part of the susceptibility does not exhibit strong
fluctuations or a divergence in the calculated plane. The pro-
posed nesting vector does not lead to a pronounced maxima
in the susceptibility [Fig. 7(b)]. The diagonal contributions to
the susceptibility from q vectors in [110] direction (marked
as feature 1 in the inset) are comparable to the contributions
in [100] direction. For the [100] direction we note a very
high susceptibility for excitations with small q (feature 3 in
inset) compared to the proposed nesting vector (feature 2 in
inset). In this sense the Fermi surface is not heavily nested
along the principal axis of the warped cube. This fact might
explain, why the search for parallel sheaths of the Fermi
surface in order to explain experimentally observed nesting
phenomena has not been successful so far.
Fermi surface nesting has been proposed for the trihydride
phase as well5 in conjunction with the complicated YH3
atomic structure. It would be worthwhile to consider the
electronic response to the addition of hydrogen atoms in va-
cant octahedral substitutional sites. First of all one might
explain the ordering phenomena in superstoichiometric
dihydrides42 and secondly one might get more insight into
the Me-I transition, which occurs at even higher hydrogen
concentration, close to the trihydride phase.
With regard to the still ongoing debate on the origin of the
insulating trihydride phase, one finds in the literature two
different approaches.43 One either argues on the basis of
standard electron gas theory enriched by strong electron-
phonon coupling (weak correlation approach) or one em-
ploys strong electron correlations to explain the large band
gap of the trihydride phase. The weak correlation proposal
certainly suffered from a still ongoing debate about the exact
crystallographic structure of YH3 and the absence of a bro-
ken symmetry structure in the twin compound LaH3.
Van Gelderen11,12 pointed out, that the failure of LDA can
be traced back to an incomplete LDA description of the H
ground state. This artifact directly stems from deficiency of
the local exchange-correlation potential. Surprisingly the
here presented data and calculations show a very nice agree-
ment between LDA calculations and the dihydride phase for
states in the immediate vicinity of the Fermi level. These
bands originate from d-bands, centered at the metal sites. For
binding energies below −2eV the agreement between experi-
FIG. 7. (a) Susceptibility of YH2 in the [100] plane, derived
from LDA band structure; grayscale with dark regions correspond-
ing to high susceptibilities. (b) Susceptibility in the [100] direction,
yielding only small variations (indicated by arrow) due to weak
Fermi surface nesting (see text).
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ment and calculation is less convincing. From a phenomeno-
logical point of view it seems that the dihydride phase al-
ready exhibits traces of many-electron phenomena but yet
still with an unperturbed Fermi surface. Only the addition of
octahedral hydrogen leads to a collapse of this Fermi surface
and correspondingly to the Me-I transition. Therefore it
seems appropriate to pinpoint the failure of LDA to the de-
scription of hydrogen in general and in particular involving
octahedral hydrogen. This in turn is related to the scenarios
of Eder8 and particularly Ng,9 which assigned a crucial role
to octahedral hydrogen. Judging from the observed isoelec-
tronic nature of all dihydrides it is therefore very tempting to
understand the dihydride phase as a precursor phase for the
subsequent formation of the insulating trihydride phase.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented ARPES data on single crystalline [111]-
oriented ScH2, YH2, GdH2, and LaH2 thin films on W(110).
It was experimentally shown, that the Fermi surface is very
similar for the studied compounds. Most prominent features
of the Fermi surface are necks along the GL-direction, which
originate from a band, which has a minimum at the M¯ point
at <−1.6 eV binding energy in the ARPES experiments for
all the investigated dihydrides. This state is very well repro-
duced via calculations based on a FEFS model. The observed
universal Fermi surface for the measured dihydrides lets us
propose that hydrogenation induces a common electronic
precursor state, namely, a common Fermi surface, which is
then annihilated for the subsequent hydrogen induced Me-I
transition for the trihydride phase.
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